**Project Roadmap**

**February**
- Token Sale Begins

**March**
- Token Sale Concludes; 90,000 NEO raised
- Narrative Alpha launched to Founders and Patrons

**August**
- White Paper Released

**2017**
- NRVE added to CoinMarketCap, LATOKEN, and Switcheo
- New credit card payment option added to Narrative Alpha
- Narrative Manifesto released
- Finalized new Narrative Alpha architecture, user interface, and cloud infrastructure
- Network Rewards exceeds 1 Million NRVE

**2018**
- Referral Rewards program launches
- First round of early access opens for waitlist members (ongoing)
- Released updated Narrative Alpha
- Surpassed 5,000 members
- Published Narrative Spec

**November**
- Moderator Center

**Path to Narrative Beta**

Features we'll be building and incrementally rolling out:

- **2018**
  - Network Stats Overview (December)
  - Reputation (December)
- **2019**
  - Content Drafting (January)
  - KYC and Onboarding (February)
  - Content Viewing, Rating, and Streams (March)

**March**
- Launch Narrative Beta
- Conclude waitlist program, enable open registration

**Post Beta & Beyond**

- Finalize Network Rewards
- Moderator Elections
- Advertising
- Mobile Apps
- Publications
- Reporting
- Sharing and Bookmarking
- Tribunal Elections
- Committee Formation and Elections
- Niche Map
- Tips
- Additional Languages

*Order and features for post-beta releases subject to change*